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Most techniques for suppressing grating lobes in phased arrays while relaxing the interelement
spacing requirement involve redistributing array elements in sparse aperiodic patterns, or varying
the transmit-receive beam patterns. An alternative is presented which uses oversized array elements
to eliminate grating lobes as a direct consequence of the element shape. It is shown that by using
carefully shaped, overlapping elements, maximum scan angle can be exchanged for a reduced
interelement spacing requirement. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Phased arrays have long been used for both transmis
and reception of sound waves in a variety of acoustic ap
cations. Ultrasonics, in particular, has a long history
phased arrays for applications such as underwater acou
medical imaging, ultrasonic therapy, and nondestruc
evaluation~NDE!.

The most important parameters affecting the cost
performance of a phased array system are the numbe
elements and the interelement spacing necessary to prov
desired steering response. In a traditional periodic array
interelement spacing of less than half the wavelength~l/2! is
required to mitigate detrimental grating lobes.1,2 Because the
main lobe width is dependent only on the spatial extent
the array, the generation of a narrow beam will usually
quire a large array and an inordinate number of individua
driven elements.

Various methods have been proposed to relax the in
element spacing requirement to create sparse arrays of f
elements with reduced grating lobes. Because the gra
lobes are a result of the periodicity of the element positio
they can be reduced through the use of a random or aper
distribution of elements, although at the expense of a
duced dynamic range.1,3,4 Others have proposed using diffe
ent element patterns for transmit versus receive modes,5–8 or
by relying on very short pulses.9 While these techniques ar
generally successful, they are applicable only for pulse-e
systems, not continuous wave systems, such as loudspea
microphone arrays, or parametric audio sources.10

Most of these earlier studies involve addressing the
sition and distribution of the individual elements, but litt
attention has been paid to the characteristics of the elem
themselves. It is well known11 that the directivity envelope
pattern is wholly determined by the shape and size of
constituent elements, so it is logical that the element sh
can be used to control various steering characteristics
particular, elements larger than the interelement spacing
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narrow the directivity envelope substantially, naturally su
pressing grating lobes for a limited steering angle. Aspect
this technique have been explored for antenna arrays,12 but it
has received little attention in the context of acoustics
ultrasonics.

In this study, it is shown that overlapping arrays of va
ous oversized elements can be used to suppress gr
lobes, and allow a relaxed interelement spacing requirem
for a limited steering angle. A brief review of relevant phas
array theory is introduced, followed by a consideration
overlapped arrays of common element shapes which s
presses grating lobes to some extent, at the expense
nonuniform main lobe amplitude. An optimal element sha
is then developed, which effectively squelches grating lo
without influencing the main lobe. For convenience, on
one-dimensional arrays are considered in this paper, altho
most of the techniques may also be applicable to high
dimensional arrays.

II. BASIC THEORY

The far-field response of an arbitrary source condit
can be derived using Huygen’s principle, which may then
tailored to describe the specific case of a traditional lin
array with uniformly spaced elements. This is largely bas
on the analysis given in Refs. 1, 2, and 11.

A. Huygen’s principle

Huygen’s principle states that any wave-produci
source can be modeled as an infinite number of individ
sources distributed identically to the original source. A p
sating point source radiates energy in spherical waves
scribed by the equation

ppoint~R!5
dp0

R
ej ~vt2kR!, ~1!

wheredp0 is the source amplitude,R is the distance from the
source to the point of interest,v is the driving frequency,k is
the wave number, andj is the unit imaginary number.

With an infinite baffle assumption, modeling a on
dimensional source with arbitrary source amplitude distrib
tion s(x), as shown in Fig. 1, results in the pressure dis
bution in an integral form:

p~r ,u!5ej vtE s~x!

R
e2 jkR dx. ~2!

ti-
e,
111(5)/2040/9/$19.00 © 2002 Acoustical Society of America
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The source amplitudes(x) is the contribution of source
elementdx to the pressure at pointp, and relates to the
source’s normal vibration velocity amplitudeu(x) as s(x)
5(r0v/2p)u(x).

The ej vt term may be omitted for a linear and nondi
persive system, andR can be approximated as

R5~r 21x222rx sinu!1/2'r 2x sinu1
x2

2r
. ~3!

Substituting this approximation into the integral gives

p~r ,u!5
1

r
e2 jkrE s~x!ejkx sin ue2 jk~x2/2r ! dx. ~4!

The last factor in the integral is significant only for smallr,
when r !1/2kx2, the Fresnel distance. The other factors
not dependent onr, and therefore it describes the pressure
the far field of the source. For simplicity, this analysis wi
address only far-field effects, limiting the extent of the arr
to those dimensions for which this approximation is satisfi

B. Fourier analysis

If the change in variablesx85x/l andb5sinu is made
while disregarding the amplitude scaling withr, the integral
describing the far-field directivity becomes

H~b!5E s~x8!ej 2px8b dx8. ~5!

This is the Fourier transform of the source distribution fun
tion scaled by 1/l. This important result makes the analy
of the far field straightforward and intuitive.

As an alternative, which is more suitable for discre
Fourier transform ~DFT! simulation, one can substitut
V5b/l, and arrive at

HS b

l D5 f ~V!5E s~x!ej 2pVx dx. ~6!

In this case, the scaling withl is takenafter the Fourier
transform, so that downsampling prior to taking the DFT
not necessary.

Simulation Steps:

~1! Given the source distributions@n#, where n5xT is a
sufficiently fine spatial sampling of the source functio

~2! Zero pads@n#
~3! Compute the DFT;H(V)5DFT$s@n#%
~4! Rescale the angle axisb5lV
~5! Normalize~if desired!.

FIG. 1. The geometry of the one-dimensional source under considera
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2002 F. J. Pomp
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C. Steering

Beam steering is simply shifting the overall respon
with respect tob, such that

H8~b!5H~b1bs!, ~7!

where bs is the steering angle. This constant shift in t
‘‘transform’’ domain is equivalent to multiplying byejkbsx in
the ‘‘source’’ domain, i.e.,

s8~x!5s~x!ejkbsx. ~8!

This factor is simply a space-dependent phase shift, or t
delay, distributed linearly across the array.

D. Polar cut

When analyzing the one-dimensional directivity of
two-dimensional source, it is useful to reduce the sou
function to a one-dimensional equivalent, as described
Ref. 1. Under a similar far-field approximation as discuss
earlier~where the distance from the array is much larger th
the array itself!, two-dimensional sourceŝ(x,y) can be re-
duced to a one-dimensional equivalent:

s~x!.E ŝ~x,y! dy. ~9!

For rectangular elements in a traditional linear array, t
integral does not vary overx, so this technique offers little
advantage. This method becomes very useful, however, w
shaped elements are described in the next section.

E. Discrete array

A sources(x) comprised of a discrete array of identic
elements, shown in Fig. 2~a!, can be treated as an infi
number of copies of the element source functions0(x) mul-
tiplied by an overall aperture functionw(x), which is gener-
ally rectangular:

s~x!5s0~x!* S w~x!• (
n52`

`

d~x2xn!D , ~10!

wherexn is the location of thenth element, and the asteris
denotes convolution. For a periodic array, wherexn5nd, the
far-field responseH(b), given by the Fourier transform o
the source functions(x) is

H~b!5S0~b!•XW~b!* (
m52`

`

dS b2
ml

d D C. ~11!

This can be conveniently written as the product of tw
directivity functions,H1(b) andH2(b):

H~b!5H1~b!H2~b!, ~12!

with H1(b)5S0(b) andH2(b) equal to the terms in paren
theses. In this study, only the quantityH1(b) is of interest,
as it is wholly dependent on the individual element char
teristics.

An example array with rectangular elements is shown
Fig. 2~a!. Here, the rectangular elements have widtha and
the overall array has a width ofD. The normalized response
from these components, plotted in Fig. 2~b! are

n.
2041ei and S.-C. Wooh: Array elements for suppressing sidelobes
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s0~x!5rect~a!⇔H1~b!5sinc~pab/l!, ~13!

w~x!5rect~8D !⇔W~b!5sinc~pDb/l!. ~14!

The rectangular function rect (a) is unity for 2a/2<x
<a/2 and zero otherwise, and sinc (x)5sin (x)/x. The con-
stant interelement spacing ofd creates periodic lobes at in
tervalsd/l in H2(b). The final responseH(b) is shown in
Fig. 2~c!. Only the interval21<b<1 maps to physica
space, so this interval is usually termed thevisible region.
Any additional lobes present in this region are termedgrat-
ing lobes.

This result illustrates two important intuitive points:

~i! The far-field response consists of an infinite set
copies of the overall aperture responseW(b), spaced
by l/d.

~ii! This total response is then modulated by anelement
response, or the directivity envelope,H1(b).

Thus, in the ‘‘source’’ domain, the individual eleme
response influences the overall response of the array in
transform domain, while the overall window in the sour

FIG. 2. A typical linear array, with rectangular elements. The physical co
ponents of the array, including the elements of widtha, interelement spacing
d, and overall array sizeD, are shown in~a!. The contributions of the
directivity function due to the element size and overall array size are sh
in ~b!. The final directivity functionH(b) is shown in ~c!. Recall that
b5sinu.
2042 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2002 F.
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domain affects the individual elements in the transfo
domain.

F. Dense arrays

In many applications, it is desirable to maximize sen
tivity per unit length of the array, which necessitates t
maximization of the density of the array. In a tradition
linear array, this is accomplished by making the interelem
spacingd equal as close as possible to the element sizea.
This type of array may be called adense array.

For an array with element sizea equal to its interelemen
spacingd, the grating lobes in an unsteered beam are co
cident with zeros in the directivity envelopeH1(b), as
shown in the upper plot of Fig. 3.

For clarity, the magnitudes are plotted with respect to
normalized angleb85bd/l, so that variations in wave
length will simply rescale the horizontal axis, and affect t
visible region, not the shape of the response.

As the beam is steered, the grating lobe increase
magnitude, while the main lobe decreases. The main l
and grating lobe have equal amplitudes whenbs851/2, or
equivalently whenbs5l/2a. This sets a limit on usefu
steering angle to a small range of angles wherebs,l/2a.

G. Steering performance

The most important indicators of phased array perf
mance which depend on array geometry are~1! the main lobe
magnitudeM, ~2! the grating lobe magnitudeG, and~3! the
ratio between the amplitude of the main lobe versus tha
the grating lobez5M /G. Recall that the beam width is in
dependent of the element shape, and is simply associ

-

n

FIG. 3. The directivity of a dense array with element sizea equal to the
element spacingd. The plots show the changing position and amplitude
the main lobe and grating lobe as the beam is steered. Notice tha
magnitude of the grating lobe is equal to that of the main lobe whenbs

5l/2a.
J. Pompei and S.-C. Wooh: Array elements for suppressing sidelobes
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with the overall extent of the arrayD. As the characteristics
of interest are due only to elements themselves, an infini
large array is assumed, so that the lobes are impulses.

For a dense rectangular~traditional linear!array, where
d5a, the main lobe magnitudeM and grating lobe magni
tudeG as a function of steering angle are

M rect~bs!5sinc~pbsa/l!, ~15!

Grect~bs!5sinc„p~bsa/l61!…, ~16!

and the ratioz of the main lobe to grating lobe is

z rect~bs!5
sinc~pbsa/l!

sinc„p~bsa/l61!…
. ~17!

In normalized angular coordinatesbs85bsd/l,

M rect~bs8!5sinc~pbs8!, ~18!

Grect~bs8!5sinc„p~bs861!…, ~19!

z rect~bs8!5
sinc~pbs8!

sinc„p~bs861!…
. ~20!

These results~in decibels!are plotted in Fig. 4. Note
that, while the main lobe amplitude is strong for mode
angles, the ratioz diminishes very quickly as the beam
steered. An improved phased array system would hav
more uniform main lobe response and lobe ratioz for a de-
sired steering sector. As these functions are wholly dep
dent on the element source functions0(x), this source func-
tion can be tailored to improve the lobe ratioz.

FIG. 4. A rectangular element dense linear array, whered5a. The upper
plot shows the magnitude of the main lobeM and grating lobeG as a
function of normalized steering anglebs8 , and the bottom plot shows th
ratio z of main lobe to grating lobe amplitude. Note that, while the mag
tude of the main lobe does not diminish substantially for small angles,
main lobe to grating lobe ratio vanishes quickly for even small steer
angles.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2002 F. J. Pomp
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III. OVERSIZED ELEMENTS: STAGGERED ARRAYS

One way of improving the lobe ratioz is to narrow the
directivity envelopeH1(b) of the array. Narrowing this re-
sponse will somewhat limit the maximum steering angle,
will further suppress grating lobes which occur at lar
angles. This necessitates increasing the element size c
pared to the interelement spacing. One of the ways to acc
plish this in a planar array is to allow the interleaving
staggering of elements.

A. Staggered rectangular elements

A simple staggered array pattern is shown in Fig. 5.
this case, the individual element is a vertical set of rectan
lar apertures of widtha driven as one unit. Because the el
ments are effectively overlapping, the element width is tw
the interelement spacingd. Taking a polar cut along thex
direction shows that the equivalent 1-D source funct
s0(x) is simply a rectangular window of widtha.

The main and grating lobe magnitudesM and G, and
their ratioz, are shown in Fig. 6. Clearly, this technique do

e
g

FIG. 5. Simple staggered element pattern. For clarity, each vertical elem
is shaded differently.

FIG. 6. The lobe magnitudes and main to grating lobe magnitudez for a
rectangular staggered array, with interelement spacing equal to half the
ment width (d5a/2). Note that performance is diminished compared to
traditional linear array, both in main lobe magnitude and main to grat
lobe ratio.
2043ei and S.-C. Wooh: Array elements for suppressing sidelobes
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narrow the array envelope, but does not improve the ratiz,
due to the large ‘‘side lobes’’ now present in the directiv
envelope. Furthermore, this technique significantly redu
the magnitude of the main lobe for even modest stee
angles, which is of course undesirable.

B. Staggered diamond elements

The diamond pattern of array elements shown in Fig
is worth considering, as it has a natural tightly pack
configuration, and, being very similar to the rectangu
array, is convenient to fabricate. Each element can
described as a triangular source function, where tria)
5„2(2/a)x11… sign (x) for 2a/2<x<a/2, and zero other-
wise. Its corresponding response is~with a scaling of the
abscissa!that of the staggered rectangular response squa

sdiam~x!5tri ~a!, ~21!

Sdiam~b!5@sinc~pbsa/2l!#2. ~22!

The more gentle taper in the element source function lead
a more uniform directivity envelope, leading to less atten
tion of the main lobe across steering angle, as well as
provement in the lobe ratioz.

C. Staggered circular elements

The staggered circular element array, like the diamo
element array, creates a more uniform directivity envelo
due to its more gentle element taper. For this array,
source function and its response for a circular elemen
diametera are simply

scirc~x!5circ ~a!, ~23!

Scirc~b!5
J1~pba/l!

pba/l
, ~24!

FIG. 7. A staggered linear array of diamond-shaped elements, with
more gradual taper, leads to a more uniform directivity envelope than
staggered rectangle array. There is also substantial improvement in ma
grating lobe ratioz.
2044 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2002 F.
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where circ (a)5Aa2/42x2 for 2a/2<x<a/2 and zero oth-
erwise, andJ1 is the Bessel function of the first kind.

In this case, the element widtha is again twice the in-
terelement spacingd. The large element size narrows th
array response to an extent, but the more gradual taper o
circular aperture lowers side-lobe magnitude, and thus m
effectively suppresses the grating lobe. This is clearly see
the lower graph of Fig. 8.

For moderate steering angles (ubs8u,0.4), the lobe ratio
z is superior to that of a rectangular or diamond shape, al
at the expense of an attenuated main lobe. Here, the23 dB
main lobe angle is atubs8u'0.26, compared to the corre
spondingubs8u'0.32 for the diamond shape, orubs8u'0.45
for a traditional rectangular element. In those applications
which the per channel cost is of greater concern than se
tivity, this can be a worthwhile tradeoff. However, for man
applications where maximum sensitivity is important, th
solution is inadequate. In the next section, an optimal e
ment shape is developed not only to suppress grating lo
but also to maximize main lobe amplitude.

IV. OPTIMAL ELEMENTS

From the previous examples, it is shown that control
element shape, coupled with the use of staggered elem
improves the ratio of main lobe to grating lobe amplitude,
the expense of diminished main lobe amplitude. An optim
element shape would produce a directivity envelope co
sponding to a rectangular window function, which is un
for ubu,b0 , and zero otherwise. For steering angles sma
thanb0 , the main lobe would be unattenuated, but the gr
ing lobe ~at bG! would be fully suppressed, so long a
ubGu.b0 . The corresponding element shape which produ
such a function is, of course, the sinc function.

The difficulty in using the sinc function as an eleme
shape lies in both its infinite spatial extent and the requ

ir
e
to

FIG. 8. The lobe magnitudes and main to grating lobe ratioz for a staggered
circular array. Whilez is generally improved compared to that in the di
mond array, the main lobe amplitudeM is less uniform across steer angle
J. Pompei and S.-C. Wooh: Array elements for suppressing sidelobes
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ment of signal inversion to reproduce negative swings. L
iting the size of the element will diminish the sharpness
the directivity envelope, but through creative element des
this effect can be minimized. Recall that because of the p
cut approximation in the one-dimensional array, the elem
source function of interest is actually thevertically inte-
gratedshape of the element, providing a great deal of fle
ibility in designing its actual shape. As far as the far-fie
approximation holds, the element can be offset or distribu
as desired in the vertical dimension, allowing interleaving
other layout advantages.

The requirement of inverted areas of the elements m
depending on the specifics of the transducer, increase tr
ducer complexity, and add challenges in signal routing. Ho
ever, a signal inversion is usually easy to implement co
pared to generating a new delay line channel. In many ca
the electrical connections to the inverted elements can s
ply be reversed.

A. Altering the elements

The techniques presented in this study prescribe var
element source functions, which can be implemented i
variety of ways. Most convenient for acoustic transducers
the following:

1. Element shading

It may be possible, depending on the application,
shade the response of each element, so that while the ele
itself maintains a traditional rectangular or other conveni
shape, the source functions0(x) is no longer a simple rect
angular aperture. For ultrasonic transducers, this could
respond to adding gradients in the thickness, density, or r
nance mechanism along the vibrating element, or
deploying an acoustic filter to modifys0(x).

2. Element shaping

According to the polar cut approximation, an eleme
driven uniformly will have an equivalent source functio
equal to the transverse integral across the element. Thu
element can be shaped as needed to provide the desire
sponse. This is most appropriate for a one-dimensional a

Proper selection of shapes allows the use of stagg
elements which are necessary for narrowing the array e
lope. Care must be taken with effects along the verti
~nonazimuthal!direction, as the elements are no longer u
form along this axis; however, as long as this dimension
much larger than the element width, creating a very~verti-
cally! narrow main lobe, these effects should be small.

3. Matrix approximation

In some transducer designs, such as diced-piezoele
crystals or small microphones, it is inconvenient to shape
individual elements accurately. As an alternative, groups
small subelements may be gathered and cross-coupled t
proximate a larger element having the desired source fu
tion. This may require a more complex interconnecti
scheme, but the reduced delay channel count may make
worthwhile.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2002 F. J. Pomp
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A practical implementation may use some combinat
of these methods. For a one-dimensional array, it is proba
most straightforward to construct uniformly driven, specia
shaped array elements.

B. Optimized element: Windowed sinc

The ideal element shape for producing an array envel
with cutoff angleb0 is the sinc function, given by

ssinc~x!5sinc~2pb0x/l!, ~25!

which has the corresponding response of

H1,sinc~b!5rect~2b0!. ~26!

As shown in Fig. 9, the parameterb0 corresponds to the
dilation of the sinc function in the upper graph, whose ze
crossings are at integer multiples ofl/2pb0 .

Recall that grating lobes are spaced at anglesbG

5l/d, so to avoid grating lobes completely, the grati
lobes must be located atubGu.b0 , or

d,
l

2b0
. ~27!

Sinceb0,1, this interelement spacing constraint is alwa
less stringent than that of a traditional linear array. In fact
the maximum steering angle is limited to630 degrees (b0

50.5), the interelement spacing, and therefore the requ
number of elements, can be decreased by half, without in
ducing grating lobes.

Because this type of element is not physically realizab
a windowed sinc function,

FIG. 9. An example of a sinc-type array element. The upper plot shows
element source functionssinc(x)5sinc (2pb0x/l), which ~if it were infi-
nitely long! would produce the array envelopeH1,sinc(b)5rect (2b0),
shown in the lower plot. By using the array envelope to limit maximu
steering angle tob0 , grating lobes can be suppressed, allowing the relax
of the interelement spacing restriction.
2045ei and S.-C. Wooh: Array elements for suppressing sidelobes
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sinc
swsinc~x!5sinc~2pb0x/l!•recta, ~28!

which is truncated to widtha, may be used instead. This h
the corresponding response:

Swsinc~b!5rect~2b0!* sinc~pab/l!. ~29!

The limitation of the length of the array element leads
a reduction in sharpness of the directivity envelope cutoff
well as slight ripples in the main lobe magnitude for sm
steering angles. Of course, one could also use other win
shapes~such as Chebyshev!to adjust these effects.

As it is logical to include an integral number of ‘‘lobes
~areas between zero crossings!in the element function, we
can consider element lengthsa05l/pb0 , a152l/pb0 ,
anda253l/pb0 . These elements, with their correspondi
response envelopes, are shown in Fig. 10.

C. Shaping elements

As discussed in an earlier section, the proposed elem
source functions0(x) can be obtained in several ways from
two-dimensional element, so long as

E ŝ0~x,y! dy5sinc~2pb0x/l!•rect~a!.

The most straightforward method is to simply shape the
ements in a two-dimensional plane as

ŝ0~x,y!5H 1 for uyu<sinc~2pb0x/l!•rect~a!

0 otherwise
. ~30!

This maintains symmetry in the vertical direction, a
leads to a straightforward implementation. The elem
shapes for variousa are shown in Fig. 11. While any desire
length a can be used, it is logical to use element leng
which are bounded by zero crossings, as each of these a
specify discrete subelements.

Note that an arbitrary offsety5v(x) can be added along
the y direction without impacting the resulting integral b
cause the response is integrated over the vertical direc
This allows a ‘‘warping’’ suitable for constructing staggere

FIG. 10. Three proposed element source functionss0(x), each of which is a
windowed sinc function, are shown in the upper graph. Below, their res
ing array envelopes are shown. With a larger element size, the corresp
ing response approaches an ideal rectangular function.
2046 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2002 F.
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arrays. If desired, the shape can be reflected across thex axis,
or subdivided into smaller segments, which can then be
dividually moved in they direction. The impact of these
transformations should be very small, even in along the
evation dimension, as long as the far-field approximat
holds and the overally dimension is much larger than th
element size. Issues related to nonazimuthal effects will
explored in a later section.

D. Choice of element width

As has been discussed, the elimination of grating lo
requires an interelement spacingd,l/2b0 . Note that the
zero crossings of the element’s sinc function are spaced
manner proportional tol/b0 . Therefore, the maximum al
lowable interelement spacing relative to the dilation of t
source~sinc! function will be constant. In other words, an
changes in the ratiol/b0 will simply rescale thex axis of the
entire array, including the element itself and the interelem
spacing, and limiting steerable angle.

In order to minimize the required number of elements
maximizing interelement spacing, the spacingd5l/2b0 can
be used, which occurs slightly after the third zero crossing
the sinc function. This indicates that a convenient elem
width would be a53l/pb0 . In order to panel element
cleanly,d can be reduced slightly tod53l/2pb0 . The final
array is shown in Fig. 12.

V. PERFORMANCE

The array proposed in Fig. 12 has an interelement sp
ing of

d5
3l

2pb0
, ~31!

which corresponds to a limiting steering angle of

b05
3l

2pd
'

l

2d
. ~32!

t-
nd-

FIG. 11. Three sizes of the optimal sinc-shaped element are shown.
vertical dimension, having no substantial impact on beam steering, i
arbitrary units. The black areas, representing negative swings in the
function, are driven inverted with respect to the white areas.
J. Pompei and S.-C. Wooh: Array elements for suppressing sidelobes
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The element width is taken asa5d/2, as in the earlier inter-
leaved designs. The resulting main lobe amplitudeM sinc and
main lobe to grating lobe ratioGsinc are shown Fig. 13.
Clearly the array optimization has successfully suppres

FIG. 12. Proposed array pattern, consisting of elements shaped as sinc
tions. Each element is shaded differently to show their separation. T
regions whose excitation polarity is to be inverted are marked with a ‘‘2’’
sign. The horizontal axis is scaled relative to the ratiol/b0 , and the vertical
axis is of arbitrary units.

FIG. 13. Magnitude of main lobe, and main to grating lobe ratio, for
optimal array shown in Fig. 12. Steering angle is effectively limited
ubs8u,0.5, over which the main lobe amplitude is nearly constant, and
grating lobe is effectively suppressed.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2002 F. J. Pomp
d

the grating lobe for limited steering angles, while mainta
ing a near-constant main lobe amplitude.

As with most phased array designs, this type of des
must only meet the criteria for the smallest wavelength i
designed to handle, that is, forl>2db0 . Any increase inl
simply increases the steering cutoff angle.

VI. TWO-DIMENSIONAL BEAM CHARACTERISTICS

From the previous section, the directivity envelope
the azimuthal plane approximates a rectangular function l
ited by steer angleb0 . Depending on the particular selectio
of tiling geometry, the vertical pattern of the envelope c
vary significantly. For this reason, it is important that t
performance, in particular the presence of spurious lobe
assessed in the vertical plane.13

The analysis for the two-dimensional array is much li
that for the one-dimensional array, but using a tw
dimensional Fourier transform. The vertical size of the e
ment can be defined asL, and elevation angleg5sinf.

Recall that, because of the polar cut approximation,
vertical dimension can be scaled, offset, or moved as des
as long as the far-field approximation holds and the eleme
do not overlap. This allows an unlimited number of eleme
tiling methods, although the most important has comp
size, such as that shown in Fig. 12.

The linear array proposed in the previous section c
tains two types of elements, both with equivalent azimut
responses. A two-dimensional analysis shows the expe
azimuthal cutoff atub08u50.5 in Fig. 14, but the vertical char
acteristics may give rise to spurious vertical lobes if the m
lobe is not sufficiently narrow. Because the vertical dime
sion L of the element makes equal contributions to the m

nc-
se

e

FIG. 14. The two styles of sinc elements are shown, with their respec
responses, as a function of normalized angle. The black regions are d
inverted. For consistency with earlier figures, they are plotted against
normalized anglesb85ba/2l andg85gL/2l, wherea52d.
2047ei and S.-C. Wooh: Array elements for suppressing sidelobes
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lobe height and the vertical envelope, simply scaling t
parameter will not affect the presence of vertical lobes.
stead, if a two-dimensional staggered array of sinc eleme
such as the one shown in Fig. 15, is used, no vertical s
lobes will develop. The vertical dimensionY of the array is
much larger than the element, so the lobe height will
much narrower than the directivity envelope. Since the ar
is steered only in the azimuthal direction, grating lobes w
never appear in the vertical direction.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

A unique and potentially useful method of phased ar
design has been presented, which puts particular emphas
the shape of the individual elements in order to natura
suppress grating lobes. Much like a shaped or shaded a
mitigates sidelobes, careful design of the constituent elem
shapes can naturally mitigate grating lobes, without de
mental effects to the main lobe.

By using properly shaped elements in staggered arr
the minimum interelement spacing requirement can

FIG. 15. The proposed linear array, using staggered sinc elements. Be
the vertical dimensionY is much larger than the element heightL, the main
lobe will be sufficiently narrow to mitigate the presence of vertical s
lobes. The interelement spacing, as before, is one-half the element siz
both the horizontal and vertical dimensions.
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smoothly exchanged for maximum steering angle. In ma
instances, this may lead to a substantial reduction in de
line channels for a phased array system, as is particul
valuable in continuous-wave systems.

One limitation may be the cost and complexity of phy
cally fabricating the proper transducer elements, or in inve
ing some subelements. While prohibitive for some appli
tions, particularly in very-high-frequency ultrasound, the
are many applications for which this may be a suitable a
useful technique.
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